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The increasing demand of a higher level of safety in the operation of the nuclear power plants requires the
utilisation of more precise automated equipment to perform in-service inspections. That has been achieved
by technological advances in computer technology, in robotics, in examination probe technology with the
development of the advanced inspection technique and has also been due to the considerable and varied
experience gained in the performance of such inspections.

In-service inspection of reactor pressure vessel, especially Russian-designed WWER-1000 presents one
of the most important and extensive examination of nuclear power plants primary circuit components. Such
examination demand high standards of inspection technology, quality and continual innovation in the field
of non-destructive testing advanced technology.

A remote underwater contact ultrasonic technique is employed for the examination of the base metal of
vessel and reactor welds, whence eddy current method is applied for clad surface examinations. Visual
testing is used for examination of the vessel interior. The movement of inspection probes and data
positioning are assured by using new reactor pressure vessel tool concept that is fully integrated with
inspection systems.

The successful performance of reactor pressure vessel is attributed thorough pre-outage planning, training
and successful performance demonstration qualification of chosen non-destructive techniques on the
specimens with artificial and/or real defects. Furthermore, use of advanced approach of inspection through
implementation the state-of-the-art examination equipment significantly reduced the inspection time,
radiation exposure to examination personnel, shortening nuclear power plant outage and cutting the total
inspection costs.

This paper presents advanced approach in the reactor pressure vessel in-service inspections and it is
especially developed for WWER-1000 nuclear power plants.
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